
Terms, People, and Places 

Selective Borrowing: 
Kana: 
Archipelago: 
Ring of Fire: 
Shintoism: 
Tsunami: 
Zen Buddhism: 
Heian: 
Korean Bridge: 
 



Lesson Objectives 

• Explain how geography set Japan apart. 

• Understand how China influenced Japan 

• Describe the Heian Period. 



Summary 
“The Geography of Japan” 

The seas allowed Japan to preserve its unique 
culture while selectively borrowing religious, 
political, and artistic traditions from China.  





 

Aim #16: How does geography impact 
Japan’s development? 

 



Geography 
• Archipelago off Asian 

mainland (Pacific O.) 
protection & isolation  
Typhoons stopped 2 

Mongol invasions 
Kamikaze miracle 

(gods) 

transportation & trade  
fishing  

• 80% Mountainous  
hard to farm  
settled in narrow river 

valleys & coastal 
plains  
Terrace Farming 

 Japan’s Topography 



Forces of Nature 
• Part of “Ring of 

Fire” 
Lands around 

Pacific O.  
earthquakes, 

volcanoes & 
Tsunamis 

• Respected & 
feared nature 

• Shintoism  
Worshiped Kami 

spirits 
control forces of 

nature  

Tsunami 2011 



“Pacific Rim of Fire ” 



Checkpoint 
In which ways did geography affect 

Japan? 
 



Diffusion From Korea & China 
• Japanese culture 

blend; own w/ 
Korean & Chinese 

• Korean bridge 

Introduced 
Chinese culture 

Writing & 
Buddhism (Zen) 

• 600s, direct 
learning from 
China 

EX: capital of Nara 

 



City of Nara 

“Chinese Fever”  

• capital 710-784 

• Modeled on Changan (Tang 
capital) 

• Government adopted 
“Heavenly Emperor” 

• Nobles spoke & acted Chinese 

• Wrote histories in Chinese 

• Customs (Tea ceremony) 

• Ate Chinese food & served it in 
Chinese pottery 

• Chinese music became popular 

• Buddhist architecture (pagoda) 

• Confucius thought  



Checkpoint 
How did Chinese civilization influence 

early Japanese traditions? 



Selective Borrowing (800s-1200s) 

 • “Chinese fever” died down 

• Adopted Selective 
Borrowing 

Preserves Japanese Culture 

never accepted civil service 
exams  

Developed Kana  



The Heian Period (794-1185) 

• capital  

• “Golden Age” 

• sophisticated & 
elegant culture 

• Elaborate rules of 
etiquette 

• poetry  

• Murasaki Shikibu, 
The Tale of Genji 

 



  
Graphic Summary:  

Japan Adapts Chinese Ideas 
*The Japanese borrowed many ideas from the Chinese but developed their own unique civilization. 

 600s-700s 800s 900s-1200s 

 Japanese study Chinese 

civilization 

 Emperor builds capital city 

modeled on Chinese capital 

 Japanese nobles adapt 

Chinese language, food, and 

style of dress 

 Japanese nobles adopt 

Chinese tea ceremony, music 

and dance, and gardens. 

 Japanese stop 

traveling to 

China 

 Japanese keep some 

Chinese ways but build 

their own civilization 

 Japanese artists 

develop their own 

styles 

 Japanese change the 

Chinese system of 

writing 



Checkpoint 
What traditions emerged at the Heian 

Court? 




